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Abstract

In this paper, we argue that the comparator model is not a satisfactory model of sense of agency (SoA). We present a theoretical argument and experimental studies. We show 1) most studies of SoA neglect a distinction between SoA associated with movements (narrow SoA) and SoA associated with environmental events (broad SoA); 2) the comparator model emerges from experimental studies of sensory consequences narrowly associated with movements; 3) narrow SoA can be explained by a comparator model, but a motor signal model is simpler and explain narrow SoA equally well; and 4) standard experimental paradigms study only broad SoA. Finally, we present results from two experiments, where we have failed to induce illusory narrow SoA in healthy participants. We believe our experimental approaches should have led to illusory SoA, if the comparator model of SoA was correct. The results challenge proponents of the comparator model of narrow SoA.
1. Introduction

Many cognitive scientists accept that agents experience a sense of agency (SoA) when they perform voluntary actions. SoA has often been claimed to play important roles in motor control and motor cognition (Haggard 2017; Jeannerod 2006; Longo & Haggard 2009; Moore et al. 2010). For many years, the dominant model to explain these experiences and functional roles has been the so-called comparator model (Frith 1987, Frith 2015). In this paper, we argue that the comparator model is highly problematic as a model of SoA. Our argument is partly theoretical and partly experimental.

Theoretically, we show that researchers in their characterisations of the SoA often shift from describing SoA as associated with bodily movements to describing it as associated with the planned consequences of the movements (e.g. auditory or visual events) (sections 2). Researchers often shift between understanding SoA in terms of control of bodily movements and in terms of control of external events. This shift is problematic for two reasons. First, the comparator model is a model of motor control. At its core, it comprises a mechanism or module that uses motor signals to compute likely proprioceptive feedback and feedback related to eye movements. It is problematic to cast this module in the role of a mechanism for predicting all kinds of likely sensory consequences (section 3). Second, even insisting that the comparator model for SoA is primarily a model for the SoA associated with movements (and not their consequences) turns out to be problematic. Reviewing the experimental literature shows that all standard SoA-paradigms are paradigms for studying the feeling of control over external events (section 4).

Experimentally, we test the claim that SoA for movements is produced by a comparator mechanism (section 5). Given the comparator model of SoA, we can predict situations in which agents should experience illusory SoA. That is, there should be situations in which agents are passively moved but it feels to them as if they moved voluntarily. Using a new paradigm, we test this prediction. The experiments show no illusion effects. To be sure, null results do not demonstrate anything; but the results nevertheless pose a serious challenge to proponents of the comparator model of explaining why inducing illusory SoA for movements is so difficult.

Taken together, the theoretical and experimental arguments show that the comparator model of SoA is highly problematic (section 6). The near absence of paradigms to study the SoA for movements has made it difficult to test the comparator model and develop alternative proposals. One proposal that would explain the results of the experiments presented in this paper would be a model according to which SoA for movements can be driven primarily by motor signals.
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2. SoA for movements
A persistent form of confusion creates problems for neuro-cognitive research on SoA. In this section, we illustrate a prominent version of this confusion. In a recent review, Haggard characterises SoA in the following way:

*The sense of agency is the feeling of making something happen. It is the experience of controlling one’s own motor acts and, through them, the course of external events. [...] the experience that occurs before, during and after actual muscular movement, rather than on beliefs or facts about potential actions. Thus, I use the term sense of agency to refer to an experience that accompanies the performance of a specific motor act.* (Haggard, 2017, p. 197)

Two different ideas are manifest in Haggard’s definition of SoA. First, SoA is tied to specific motor acts. Here the idea is that a specific kind of feeling of activity is accompanying my voluntary movements but not the involuntary ones. Second, SoA is characterised as a broader phenomenon that refers to an experience that covers the complete temporal stretch of the action: preparation, motor performance, and environmental consequences. So, not only is SoA a strictly movement-related phenomenon, it is also the feeling an agent might have that she is the one controlling the occurrence of some environmental event (say, making a doorbell ring or turning on a light by pressing a button).

A confusion is created when these two ideas in the characterisation of SoA are coupled with one common, simple explanatory mechanism. The comparator model of motor control offered a simple way to explain the movement-related SoA. Often without noticing, this model of motor control has been extended also to the explanation of the feeling of control over external events. In the next section, we will look more closely at the way in which the comparator model, originally developed to explain a set of motor related phenomena, has been used to explain also the feeling of control over external events. For now, we will focus on the two ideas manifest in Haggard’s characterisation of SoA.

In what follows, we will call the SoA narrowly associated with voluntary movements the *narrow SoA* and the broader notion of a feeling of control over environmental events the *broad SoA*. Narrow SoA is only related to the bodily movements, whereas broad SoA includes additional events in the environment that accompany the bodily movement (see Christensen & Grünbaum, 2017, for a further description of this distinction). The distinction between the two becomes evident when the
same bodily movement, for instance, the movement of one’s finger, can lead to several different events in the environment, such as a light that turns on or a doorbell that rings.

The confusion consists in using the same motor control mechanism to explain both the narrow SoA and the broad SoA. This enlargement of scope often goes unnoticed for the reason that researchers often have been inattentive to the distinction between narrow and broad SoA. Some researchers define SoA in relation to movements (for instance, Lynn et al., 2014, p. 1: “[…] sense of agency, i.e., the intrinsic sensation of being in control of one’s own actions.” See also Gallagher, 2000, p. 15, Synofzik et al., 2013, p. 1). Some researchers emphasize the control of external events (for instance, Wen et al., 2016, p. 1: “The ubiquitous experience of a subjective feeling of control over the outcome of events through one’s behaviour refers to sense of agency.”). Finally, some researchers include both movements and external effects in their definition of SoA (for instance, Caspar et al., 2016, p. 585: “Sense of agency refers to the subjective experience of controlling one’s actions, and, through them, external events”. See also Dewey & Knoblich, 2014, p. e110118, Moore et al., 2012, p. 1748, Spaniel et al., 2016, p. 916). The important point here is not so much the differences in stressing movements or external events in the definitions of SoA but the fact that the distinction between narrow and broad SoA has gone unnoticed and that both aspects of SoA are coupled with the same explanatory mechanism (i.e., the comparator mechanism), as will become apparent in the next section.

As is common, Haggard (2017) distinguishes between, on the one hand, SoA understood as an experience or low-level phenomenal feeling and, on the other hand, beliefs or judgements about one’s action and its environmental consequences (see Synofzik et al., 2008). The above-mentioned confusion is not a neglect of this distinction between sense of agency (SoA) and judgements of agency (JoA). The confusion concerns only the definition and explanation of SoA. It is with respect to the standard characterisation of SoA that researchers have neglected to acknowledge the distinction between narrow and broad SoA.

Our focus in the present paper is the narrow SoA, i.e. the SoA associated with the performance of specific motor acts (rather than distal consequences of movements). There are reasons for thinking that the performance of voluntary movements is associated with a distinctive kind of experience. When I place my hand on the table in front of me and lift my index finger, I have an experience of moving my finger upwards. Such simple examples make it intuitively appealing that there is a sense of activity directly related to one’s bodily movement. The extent to which this experience is clear may depend on the amount of attention paid to the movements. These intuitions are corroborated by
experimental evidence suggesting that there is a distinct type of experience associated with motor performance. These studies have either used direct electrical cortical stimulation during surgery (Desmurget et al., 2009; Fried et al., 1991) or indirect magnetic cortical stimulation (Amassian, Cracco, & Maccabee, 1989; Christensen et al., 2010) using transcranial magnetic stimulations. These studies suggest that participants feel a sensation of movement or urge to move directly related to the movement (for discussion, see Christensen & Grünbaum, 2017).

3. The comparator model

The dominant explanation of both narrow and broad SoA is the so-called comparator model. In this section, we trace the explanatory origin of the model. The model was developed to explain a set of sensory phenomena narrowly related to movements and movement control. The model has only recently been extended to explain also SoA. In its simplest form, the comparator model of SoA explains SoA as an experience that arises when a comparison between the predicted sensory feedback and the actual sensory feedback of a voluntary movement shows the two feedback signals to be equal. The central assumption of the model is that the sensory predictions are computed from copies of motor commands. As will become clear, when the model is used to explain broad SoA, it is assumed that external sensory consequences can be predicted solely based on motor signals. However, in order to understand how the comparator model has ended up as being the dominant model for SoA, we will take a step back in time to look at the development of the comparator model principle. This development is summarised in Figure 1.

3.1. The first indirect evidence of a comparator mechanism

Von Holst and Mittelstaedt (1950) and Sperry (1950) were the first to propose the existence of a comparator mechanism to cancel out the sensory effects caused by one’s own movements. Developed independently, the two papers indirectly infer that a mechanism must exist that cancels the sensory effects that an organism’s own movements exert on its own sensory organs. Von Holst and Mittelstaedt describe the cancellation as an arithmetic operation (addition) of a positive efference signal (the efference copy, EC) and a negative afferent (A) signal, which, when equal (A=EC), would cancel out each other (see Figure 1A). When EC≠A, the error signal is processed further upstream of the CNS and can be used to modulate the efferent command signals.

Sperry (1950) coined the term corollary discharge (CD), but there are considerable inconsistencies in the terminology used with respect to EC and CD, something McCloskey (1981)
 describes in more detail. He uses the following distinctions: "It must be stressed that efference copy, as envisaged by von Holst, is unlike corollary discharges in two important ways. First, the efference copy is required to cancel the reaference exactly, whereas corollary discharges provide internal adjustment of sensory centers without cancellation of reaference necessarily occurring. Second, in contrast to corollary discharges proposed specifically to deal with perceptual stability, efference copy is proposed simply as a "mechanism for distinguishing reaference from exaference"" (McCloskey 1981, p. 1419). McCloskey continues: "[...] the term corollary discharges should be reserved for those internal consequences of motor commands that affect sensations, either by central modification of the processing of the sensory signals generated peripherally or by their own independent actions." (McCloskey 1981, p. 1420). In the remaining part of this paper, we will use these distinctions between EC and CD as proposed by McCloskey. But as we will see in Figure 1, these distinctions are not used consistently.

In 1966, Donald M. MacKay proposed a slightly different model of the comparator mechanism including feedforward signals (see Figure 1B top). According to MacKay, the idea of a cancellation is problematic because the accuracy required for an exact cancellation would have to be extremely high (MacKay, 1966). Together with Mittelstaedt, MacKay (MacKay & Mittelstaedt, 1974) refines the interpretation of the original proposal of the EC mechanism and the functional role of the comparator mechanism (see Figure 1B bottom). They argue that:

[...] what the C.N.S. must do is not to eliminate the sensory reaference produced by exploratory movement, but to evaluate it. Appropriately evaluated, it offers positive evidence of the stability of the explored world. Information from motor centres would on this view be required only to maintain appropriate central criteria of evaluation rather than to generate exact efferent copies for subtraction from the reafferent signal (MacKay & Mittelstaedt, 1974, p. 72).

Contrary to the original proposal of the EC principle, MacKay argues that the controller system does not play the role of sensory cancellation because, if that was the case, a movement in a perfectly stable environment, which was perfectly predicted, would lead to no perception of movement in that environment (see Figure 1B bottom). He uses the example of touching a uniform surface: When we move our finger, it is not the case that we do not feel the surface, as the sensory cancellation idea would predict, rather we get a confirmation that the surface is stationary. The same goes for voluntary eye movements. If the evaluator were to cancel the sensory feedback with the
predicted feedback, it would require immense accuracy of the model compared with the combined accuracy of the performed movement and predictability of the sensory feedback.

What is evident from the models formulated by MacKay (1956, 1966, 1978) (see also Figure 1B), is that none of them incorporates a signal of a predicted sensory consequence of a movement, but rather a comparison between intended states and sensory states, where the comparator error can be used to adjust the movement. This serves very much the same purpose as Renshaw and gamma control reviewed by Roland (1978) and displayed in Figure 1C, although with the finer adjustments taking place at spinal levels, whereas the proposal by MacKay is unspecific in terms of neuronal implementation.

To cut a long story short, EC signals were initially identified for eye movements as a mean to make a cancellation of the effect of the organisms own movements, but the functional role of these signals was revised, and their possible role was suggested to be stabilization of the visual scene during eye movements (MacKay & Mittelstaedt, 1974; Jeannerod et al., 1979; Bridgman, 2010).

3.2. Comparator models in relation to schizophrenia

Until now no specific mentioning of the comparator mechanism in relation to SoA is to be found in the literature. This changes in 1978, when Feinberg (Feinberg, 1978) proposes that patients with schizophrenia may have troubles in discriminating which movements are externally generated and which are internally generated. Feinberg mentions the feedforward proposal by MacKay from 1966 which Feinberg denotes internal feedback, i.e. not as a cancellation mechanism but as a monitoring principle. If this internal feedback for some reason becomes inappropriate, it can lead to delusions. As a final conclusion, Feinberg explains that the internal feedback or CD signals may play a role in distinguishing between self- and externally generated movements, and furthermore they may allow monitoring of efferent motor commands before the effector response has occurred. Both of these two possible functions of the internal feedback (the CD signals) are closely related to the sense of agency.

In 1987, Frith (Frith, 1987) proposes that monitoring of actions comprise monitoring of willed intentions (WI), stimulus intentions in response to environmental demands (SI), and finally selected actions, which allow for rapid error detection. This proposal was made as a part of his explanation of positive and negative symptoms in schizophrenia. According to Frith’s model, positive symptoms, such as hallucinations, delusions and agitated movements (based on National Institute of Mental Health’s definitions), are present when “[…] willed intentions lead to actions, but these willed intentions are not monitored correctly” (p. 631). By contrast, negative symptoms, such as reduced
emotional expression, reduced feeling of pleasure and difficulty in initiating and maintaining activities, arise when “intentions of will are no longer properly formed and so actions are rarely elicited via this route.” (p. 631). Frith’s model is displayed in Figure 1D as a composite of two different models with partly overlapping elements.

The proposed system can distinguish between the following three conditions. 1) Stimulus error, which is “a response that is appropriate to an immediate stimulus, but is not appropriate to […] current goals and plans” (p. 636), such as washing your hands in the bath room, when your actual plan was to brush your teeth. 2) Willed errors, which are errors where the agent “based his action on his wishes and expectations rather than the appropriate stimulus”, for instance, when two people meet in a narrow passage and both step to the same side because they believe the other would have done differently. 3) Meaning errors, which occur when “we have made the response we intended and have failed because we did not know the meaning of the stimulus”, for instance, pushing a door with a sign saying “ziehen” (German for pulling). These three different types of error comprise the outcome of what later is going to be known as the comparator model. It is interesting to note that the central monitor proposed by Frith incorporates three types of information, which can be compared interchangeably giving rise to different comparisons and hence error signals.

Building on von Holst, Mittelstaedt, and MacKay’s work on comparator mechanisms, Jeannerod and colleagues have explored action-attribution, which is the process of determining whether an action is made by oneself or another agent. Daprati et al. (1997) investigated agency in patients with schizophrenia and showed that patients with positive symptoms tended to misattribute alien hands to themselves. Maybe the first explicit discussion of the problem of determining who is the agent is in Georgieff & Jeannerod (1998). Georgieff and Jeannerod explicitly mention the EC principle of von Holst and Mittelstaedt (1950) as a comparator. Central to their argument is the hypothesis that pathologies of action-attribution (such as delusions of control in schizophrenic patients with psychosis) can be explained in terms of “a dysfunction of the comparison process” (Georgieff & Jeannerod, 1998, p. 474).

3.3. Motor learning and sensory attenuation

Simultaneous with the development of the comparator model as an explanation of problems of self-other discrimination and delusions in schizophrenia, another line of research evolved from a completely different perspective. This is the concept of internal models and forward models. The idea of internal models arose from network descriptions of the cerebellum (Marr, 1969; Ito, 1970; Albus,
1971), which fostered the idea of a computational network model that could explain motor learning (Kawato et al., 1987) (see Figure 1E), in particular supervised learning (Jordan & Rumelhart, 1992) (see Figure 1F). The concept of an internal model comprises two distinct functional models: The forward model (Figure 1F top) that uses an efference copy to make a prediction of the sensory consequences of the movement, and the inverse model (Figure 1F bottom) that computes a description of how the agent comes from its present state to the desired state. The output from the forward model, i.e. the prediction of the sensory feedback, can be compared with the actual feedback, giving rise to supervised feedback learning and cancellation of sensory re-afference (Miall & Wolpert 1996) (see Figure 1G). The output (i.e. motor commands and efference copy signals, EC) from inverse models can be used to make online error correction using state estimates of the body in the absence of sensory feedback (Miall & Wolpert 1996). The use of EC signals for online error correction was also suggested by Angel (1976). However, in particular state estimation seems to be important in the internal models (Wolpert et al. 1995). By the mid-90s, the direct association of the comparator mechanism and SoA had not yet been proposed.

By the end of the 1990s, Chris Frith begins collaborating with Daniel Wolpert and Susan Blakemore in order to explain the phenomenon of sensory cancellation of self-produced tactile stimuli. Blakemore et al. (1998) argue that the principle of cancellation of self-produced tactile stimuli can be derived directly from internal models:

*By comparing this prediction with the actual sensory feedback, it is possible to distinguish the sensory consequences of our movements from sensory signals due to changes in the outside world. These mechanisms have mainly been studied with reference to eye movements. However, it seems that sensory predictions produced in conjunction with the motor command are not restricted to eye movements, but also provide perceptual stability in the context of all self-produced actions; our ability to monitor, and recognize as our own, self-generated limb movements, touch and speech, suggests the existence of a more general mechanism.* (p. 635).

The first explicit mentioning of a single comparator mechanisms between predicted and actual sensory feedback leading to a specific perceptual phenomenon outlined as a graph model is by Blakemore et al (1999). According to this model, the predicted and actual sensory feedback is compared, and if there is a discrepancy, tactile stimuli will feel ticklish. The perceptual phenomenon of tickling is explained by a simple comparison between predicted and actual sensory feedback (see Figure 1H). This line of thought is perfectly in line with the original EC proposal as a cancellation mechanism, but note that it also incorporates the idea of perceptual stability, i.e. MacKay’s argument,
and involves all types of self-generated limb movements. Notice also that this model does not involve prediction of external events; it does, however, involve predictions of tactile events applied to the body through an action of the body applied to the body.

Returning to the explanation of abnormalities in awareness of actions, for instance delusions in schizophrenia, Frith et al. 2000 suggests that:

* [...] in the presence of delusions of control, the patient is not aware of the predicted consequences of a movement and is therefore not aware of initiating a movement. [...] There is nothing obviously abnormal in the motor control of these patients. This suggests that accurate representations of predicted states are available and used by the motor system. However, these representations are not available to awareness.* (p. 1784).

The simple model according to which predicted feedback is compared with actual sensory feedback is now revised to comprise a comparison of the predicted sensory feedback with both the actual sensory feedback and the desired state. Furthermore, the desired state is also compared with the actual state. It is important to note that until now it has been an implicit assumption that the comparisons are concerned with the sensory effects narrowly tied to movements, such as retinal stimulation, proprioceptive feedback, and tactile sensations.

### 3.4. Sense of agency and the comparator model

In the famous intentional binding experiment, Haggard et al. (2002) refer to the mechanisms proposed by Frith (1992/2012) and associate it with delusions of control in schizophrenia patients. According to Haggard:

*The intentional binding process fits well with recent models of action–effect matching, both in neuropsychiatry and in computational motor control. Such matching processes typically induce motor learning, but also produce a characteristic conscious experience, particularly when a mismatch occurs.* (Haggard et al., 2002, p. 384)

To our knowledge, the first time the sense of agency is explicitly associated with the comparator/forward model idea, is by Haggard (2005) (see Figure 1I). According to Haggard, it is “[…] an integration of efference, predicted feedback and sensory information, which might lead to the sense of agency” (Haggard, 2005, p. 290, Figure text). Furthermore, it is proposed that “the sense that our actions cause effects in the outside world (so-called ‘agency’)” (p. 290). A similar proposal is made by Jeannerod (2006) in order to explain the self/other distinction (see Figure 1K).
However, at the same time, Tsakiris & Haggard (2005) propose that motor signals might be sufficient to produce SoA (see Figure 1J, black box with SoA in italics): "The sense of agency, which generates our experience of actions, seems to be efferent driven, and it can be thought of as the first crucial step towards the realisation of intentions" (Tsakiris & Haggard 2005, p. 403). They continue: “This efferent copy seems to be sufficient condition for the raw sense of agency […]. This bias might reflect the knowledge of the system that “it is me who is acting” as a direct consequence of an efferent-driven sense of agency,” (Tsakiris & Haggard, 2005, p. 404).

Here it is interesting to note that the raw sense of agency apparently can be realised by the motor command/efference copy alone without any comparison taking place (see Figure 1J). This idea seems to disappear from the subsequent discussions. At most, motor signals can play a modifying role. Subsequently, the comparator model is described in papers as the principle of SoA arising when there is a match between the predicted and actual sensory feedback (see both the formulation by Synofzik (2008) and David et al (2008) (Figure 1L & 1M)). Recently, Haggard and Chambon (2012) have proposed that SoA is produced mainly by the outcome of a comparison between the predicted and actual sensory feedback, and that a direct signal from the inverse model (that bypass the efference copy) might strengthen or weaken the outcome (see Figure 1N). In the latest formulation of the model, Haggard states the following:

* A forward model uses a copy of the current motor command (known as an efference copy) to predict the probable sensory consequences of the command. This prediction is compared with sensory feedback signals that provide information about the ongoing action and about its effects on the external environment. The result of the comparison can be used in three ways: to adjust the current motor command (1); to attribute agency for actions and environmental events (2) (if the comparator gives a result of zero then the event is caused by one’s own action); and to attenuate predictable, self-produced sensations (3). (Haggard 2017, p. 202).
3.5. Discussion

Let us now sum up this brief history of the development of the comparator model for SoA. The comparator mechanism was proposed for cancelling sensory effects caused by one’s own eye movements (the reafferent signal), and directly related to internal sensory consequences of a movement. As was apparent from MacKay’s arguments in the 1960s, it is difficult to explain how the CNS is able to compute sensory predictions from motor commands given the high degree of precision a comparison with feedback would seem to require. The alternative interpretation has been that the EC or CD signals are used to create stable perceptions of the surroundings.

Throughout the years, the comparator model has been turned into a mechanism that can account for predictions of distal effects in the external environment. This becomes apparent already with Frith’s 1987-model (see Figure 1D) and in Haggard’s later models (Figure 1I and 1N), where the feedback is unspecific with respect to modality. Given the demands on precision, the problems of how the forward model computes sensory predictions are serious enough when the comparison concerns predicted retinal changes and proprioceptive feedback.

The problem would seem to be much worse when dealing with prediction of external sensory consequences (for instance, when pressing a button can lead both to a doorbell ringing or a light turning on). One of the reasons for this is that if we compare the external consequences with the movements that produce them, the external consequences are usually delayed. Predicting external consequences requires that knowledge about the delays of mediating mechanisms can be incorporated into the comparator model. If I turn the key in my car, it takes a little while before the engine starts. Therefore, in order to make the prediction that my action (turning the key) will make the engine hum (i.e. start the engine), beliefs about how an engine works or prior experience with this type of action are required. Similarly, predictions about auditory events as a consequence of a button press build on prior beliefs about the relevant mechanism and their delays. It is a plausible assumption that a system using copies of motor commands to compute predictions of internal sensory feedback is cognitively insulated and modular. It is much less plausible that the same could be said of a system that computes predictions of external sensory events. It is unlikely that the mechanism computing a prediction of somatosensory and proprioceptive feedback from copies of motor signals is also able to predict the auditory event of the humming engine.

The current dominant models of SoA require the comparator mechanism to affirm predicted sensory consequences of internal as well as external sensory consequences. However, it is at present not clear how motor related signals directly can account for predictions of external events. There is
the possibility that different internal models can account for different sensory transformations with respect to manipulations of visual feedback. Imamizu et al. (2004) showed how different internal models within the cerebellum could account for different manipulations (rotations and speed modifications) of the visual feedback. Consequently, for the same motor commands different forward and inverse models accounted for the visual manipulations. However, to generalize from this to all external events will require more evidence. It would require that we conduct experiments involving auditory stimuli, tactile stimuli, and complex sensory consequences. Ideally, it would require that an experiment is designed in such way that the same simple movement or action leads to different sensory consequences.

Using the model of a comparator mechanism deriving its sensory predictions from motor commands to explain the broad SoA therefore seems problematic. As long as we do not understand how the forward model computes predictions of external sensory events, the model provides us with no explanation of broad SoA. Our focus in the present paper is the narrow SoA. As an explanation of narrow SoA, the comparator model is more promising. The existence of associative mechanisms linking motor signals and sensory predictions is more plausible concerning retinal and proprioceptive stimulations. As we saw above, a survey of the literature shows that at least two different explanations of narrow SoA are possible. It is possible that the narrow SoA is generated by motor signals alone or that narrow SoA is generated by the comparison of predictions and actual feedback.

We can thus formulate two competing and equally probable models of narrow SoA. (1) The dominant comparator model according to which a comparator mechanism provides a positive or negative signal for SoA (see Figure 1M). As the difference between predicted and actual feedback goes towards zero, the signal becomes stronger. According to most versions of the comparator model, the signal for narrow SoA can be modulated in various ways (for instance, by the fluency of action selection, see Wenke et al., 2010). (2) The motor-signal model according to which motor commands provide a sufficient signal for narrow SoA (that could be a direct perception of the motor signal or perception of an efference copy). This signal can be modulated in various ways, for example by fluency signals and comparator signals (in case of error signals). In Figure 2, we have, based on the internal model proposed by Jeannerod (2006), illustrated two versions of the motor-signal model for narrow SoA. In Figure 2A, we propose a pure motor-signal model without depending on a comparator mechanism, and in Figure 2B, a model where SoA can be modulated by a prediction error from a comparator unit. One general question we would like to pursue is what additional information the
model depicted in Figure 2B provides (by comparison with 2A) when there is a match between the predicted and actual sensory feedback.

[Insert Figure 2 here]

Our general claim is that the motor control models are open to the formulation of two competing models of narrow SoA: The simple comparator model and the motor-signal model. We need to design experiments that can distinguish between the predictions made by these models. This assessment of the comparator model for SoA is related to, yet different from, recent critical discussions in the philosophical literature.

The philosophical discussions seem to have been insufficiently attentive to the distinction between narrow and broad SoA. Pacherie (2008) argues that the internal model concept can be used at many different levels leading to a hierarchical model of distal intentions, proximal intentions and motor intentions with comparator mechanisms at many levels. According to Pacherie, one cannot use a single comparator to account for all aspects of SoA. Similarly, Shepherd (2015) argues that multiple levels of goals achieved during an action require multiple comparator loops. Using the hierarchical model of intentions and comparator modules or multiple comparator loops resembles some of the features of the active inference model, mentioned in the previous section. Carruthers (2012) argues that the comparator model of SoA needs to be adjusted more or less case by case/experiment by experiments, suggesting that it is not a sufficient model to describe SoA and that the multi-factorial weighting model of Synofzik et al. (2008) may be more appropriate. Finally, Mylopoulos (2012) discusses high-level, low-level and integration approaches to SoA and argues that both the low-level and integration approach account fail to fully explain SoA. In particular, she uses examples where both sensory attenuation, intentional binding and schizophrenia can be separated from forward modelling (or more generally internal models). Common to all these arguments is a neglect of the distinction between narrow and broad notions of SoA (see, however, Shepherd, 2016, and Mylopoulos, 2017. In particular Shephard, 2016, who proposes that merely trying can give rise to perceptual experiences similar to SoA without issuing a motor command. Whether this is compatible with our proposed model (Figure 2A) is not yet possible to determine).

Without describing all of the arguments of these authors, it is clear that a single comparator mechanism cannot fully account for all aspect of SoA, in particular, a simple comparison between the predicted and actual sensory feedback is not a satisfactory model of broad SoA (see Grünbaum,
2015). More evidence is needed to decide whether a single comparison is a correct model of narrow SoA.

4. Standard paradigms
In this section, we defend the claim that the most common SoA paradigms study only broad SoA of consequences in the environment and not narrow SoA of movements. Experimental data from these paradigms can therefore not be used to determine what kind of signal is driving the narrow SoA and settle the question of which of the competing models is correct.

We (Christensen and Grünbaum, 2017) have recently reviewed the standard experimental paradigms more comprehensively. There are broadly speaking three types of experiment used to study SoA. First, some studies have used manipulations of the ongoing sensory feedback signal (typically visual). This is by far the most popular method to manipulate SoA. The classic example is the alien hand experiment (Nielsen, 1963) later computerised by Fourneret and Jeannerod (1998), where line drawing movements are transformed into a visually distorted version of the same line drawing movement (see also Ritterband-Rosenbaum et al., 2011, 2012, 2014a, b). The distortions of visual feedback can either be of a spatial or temporal nature, i.e. angular deviations or delays. In one set of experiments, participants were asked to make a similarity judgement between their own motor performance and predefined lines (Fourneret and Jeannerod, 1998). In other variants of the paradigm different types of distortions have been employed such as bimanual in-phase anti-phase hand opening and closing (Fink et al., 1999), degree of rotation of visually presented image of hand (Farrer et al., 2003), and visuo-proprioceptive conflicts while performing mouse movements (Balslev et al., 2005, 2006). In these experiments, researchers measure SoA by anything from evaluating the strangeness of movement (Fink et al., 1999), reporting whether the displayed movement is one’s own, a distorted version of one’s movement or someone else's movement (Farrer et al., 2003), or using 0-100 point scales of sense of control to evaluate the subjective experience of the movement (Nahab et al., 2011). Common to all these studies is that participants are asked to focus on and report experiences with respect to the distal sensory feedback caused by the action.

Second, there exist studies of action-effect associations, in which the SoA is evaluated according to whether the participants feel that they produced some sensory consequence. One very influential study is Sato and Yasuda (2005). The authors induced SoA, using a simple button press experiment, where participants at their own pace freely pressed two buttons using their left or right index finger. The button press was immediately or with a delay followed by one of two tones. In a
congruent task, the tone following button presses was always the same, in the incongruent task, the tones did not necessarily follow the same button press. Participants had to evaluate on a scale from 0 to 100 whether they agreed with “I was the one who produced the tone”. In a very influential variant of the general action-effect paradigm, Haggard and colleagues have studied the effect of “intentional binding” (Haggard, Clark & Kalogerás, 2002). The temporal binding phenomenon has been suggested as an implicit measure of SoA and has been used in many subsequent studies as an objective measure of SoA (Moore & Obhi, 2012). It is not easy to tell what exactly is being measured by the intentional binding effect. The effect’s relation to JoA has turned out to be opaque (Dewey & Knoblich 2014, Saito et al 2015). At present time, there is insufficient evidence to justify the claim that the signals driving the intentional binding effects also drive agents’ judgements about the voluntariness of movements.

It is clear that the above-mentioned studies employ an experimental approach where a movement, usually a button press, elicits some kind of external event. In some cases, this event resembles a delayed version of the actual movement performed using a delayed video signal, in other cases, the event is a planned auditory event. All existing studies (as far as we know) examine movements and their external consequences. We lack the experimental paradigms to study narrow SoA of movements without their external consequences.

Third, SoA has been studied in sensory attenuation experiments, where the sensations of consequences of a movement are diminished in strength when the movement is voluntarily performed. One of the underlying reasons for suggesting the idea of internal models in the central nervous system was the principle of sensory attenuation, which is the ability to diminish the sensory effect when one is the cause of the sensory effect, and, in particular, the ability to discriminate between externally generated sensory events and the sensory events one as an organism has produced. The sensory attenuation phenomenon has been shown in humans in tickling sensations (Blakemore et al 1998; Blakemore, Wolpert & Frith, 2000) and force escalation (Shergill et al., 2003). The sensory attenuation effect has recently been studied in relation to SoA, for instance, in a study by Timm et al. (2016) that found that the N1 (negative deflection in the EEG ~100 ms after a tone) component of an auditory event related potential (ERP) was not related to SoA but the P2 (positive deflection in the EEG ~200 ms after a tone) component was. This was based on the argument that both the N1 and P2 amplitude of the ERP are reduced in size if the tone is self-generated, but if you shorten the interval between the action and the tone to be immediate, there was a reduction in subjective SoA as measured
by a binary choice (yes or no, I did produce the tone) and the attenuation of the P2 amplitude was less strong.

The use of sensory attenuation in studies of SoA is problematic. Sensory attenuation is supposed to be the effect of a mechanism for cancelling out signals or at least for dampening them down. This makes it difficult to understand how the paradigm could be used to study the mechanism that is supposed to give rise to a positive SoA signal. If the SoA-mechanism function such that the better the match between prediction and actual sensory feedback, the stronger the signal for agency (the stronger the SoA), then such a SoA-mechanism would not have the properties of a sensory attenuation-mechanism, according to which the better the match, the weaker the signal. The only possible solution would be to incorporate an additional module that inverted the difference between the predicted and actual sensory feedback, and such modules have not been suggested.

If this brief review of the standard SoA paradigms gives us an adequate and representative picture of the field, then experimental SoA-research is confronted with a problem. Either standard experimental paradigms study the control and experience of distal consequences or they study sensory attenuation – and this goes both for explicit and implicit measures of SoA. Either way, there are problems. The consequence is that standard paradigms are ill suited for studying the narrow SoA for movements. This means that experimental work provides no evidence for or against the comparator model of SoA for movements. The fact that standard SoA-paradigms manipulate external events is a major obstacle to testing models of narrow SoA.

Summing the argument so far: Researchers have neglected to distinguish between narrow and broad SoA. Consequently, they have used the same comparator model to explain both narrow and broad SoA. This is problematic because the model is most plausible as a model of the narrow SoA for movements. The comparator model is not the only plausible model of narrow SoA. Specifically, narrow SoA could also be explained by a motor-signal model. Unfortunately, we do not currently have the appropriate experimental paradigms for testing models of narrow SoA. The standard SoA-paradigms manipulate external events and, therefore, concern broad SoA. See Table 1.

[Insert Table 1 here]

5. A new paradigm
Assuming the truth of the comparator model, what predictions can we make about narrow SoA for movements? According to the comparator model, narrow SoA is the product of a match between
predicted sensory feedback from making a movement and actual feedback from making a movement (see Figure 1M & 1N). If we can experimentally create a match between predicted and actual feedback from movement, the comparator model would predict that participants would report SoA even if they did not actually move voluntarily. If an agent is confronted with many situations where the match between prediction and feedback from passive movement is very similar to a match between prediction and feedback from active movement, the comparator model would predict that the agent would start making discrimination mistakes. The purpose of our studies was to create illusion of narrow SoA, i.e. situations where participants would believe they had voluntarily performed a movement when in fact it was not themselves that had moved.

A number of critical issues in the design of these experiments require a discussion of two aspects of the comparator model. First, it is an open question when during the planning and execution of an action an efference copy is generated, and second, it is unclear whether corrections of movements necessarily requires SoA. From a purely theoretical point of view, the idea that the efference copy is a 1:1 copy of the motor command is present in the literature (e.g. fact box in Haggard, 2017, p. 201) , but a number of electrophysiological studies have indicated that some motor signals sufficient to give rise to movements, i.e. motor commands, are not accompanied by efference copy signals (i.e. the signals which could give rise to the phenomena otherwise associated with efference copies, such as sensory suppression, intentional binding etc.).

There have been several attempts to elicit efference copies using non-invasive brain stimulation. If transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is applied over the primary motor cortex (M1) it will elicit a movement of the target muscle (if applied with sufficient stimulation intensity). But for instance, Chronicle and Glover (2003) used TMS to elicit a movement that caused a needle to make a skin stimulation giving rise to a ticklish sensation. They showed that TMS induced movements did not elicit an efference copy that could be included in sensory suppression of the tickling sensation. Hence, the site of the motor command, i.e. M1, does not seem to be the locus of generating an efference copy sufficient to produce sensory suppression. Similar conclusions can be drawn from the original intentional binding studies (Haggard et al., 2002). Here TMS elicited muscle twitches and accompanying motor commands causing a sound did not give rise to the temporal binding of twitch and sound as a voluntary counterpart did. In a study of sensation of movements, Ellaway et al. (2004) came to a similar conclusion that efference copies were not generated in M1 after TMS stimulation. They raise the possibility that premotor cortex could be the site for the generation of the efference copy, i.e. a preparatory motor cortical area typically involved in execution of movements prior to the
site of the motor command, i.e. M1. Similarly, Haggard and Whitford (2004) argued that the sensory suppression capability of efference copies was not issued from M1, but from another motor preparatory area, the supplementary motor area (SMA). Finally, Christensen et al. (2010) showed that sensation of movement elicited by TMS stimulation over premotor cortex was unaffected by peripheral sensation block contrary to what was the case with M1 stimulation. They argued that premotor cortex, rather than the site of motor commands (M1), was responsible for generating efference copies.

In inclusion, there is reason to believe that motor commands from M1 are not sufficient to generate efference copy signals and that efference copies are generated upstream from M1. Rather than being simple copies of motor commands, there is evidence suggesting that efference copies are computed from goal representations in advance of the production of motor commands. The important point is that it is unclear exactly where and when in motor control process efference copies are produced. In our model presented in Figure 2, we propose that the efference copy is generated upstream to M1.

A number of studies have shown that fast online correction of movements can take place without the need of sensory feedback (Angel 1976; Desmurget et al., 1999; Pisella et al., 2000; Christensen et al., 2008). This is where the second comparator of the model proposed by Jeannerod (2006), and upon which we build our proposal, comes into play. The idea is that in the case of a shift in the online control of the movement, a correction can be issued through an early comparator. That is, a change in the desired state, or goal, leads to a mismatch between the desired state and the first issued forward model prediction. This enables fast online correction of the ongoing movement. In the study by Pisella et al. (2000), participants had difficulties in refraining from performing the corrections, despite being instructed not to do so. Our ambition was to create a similar situation in both our experiments.

We would like to produce a situation, that requires fast online correction of an ongoing movement. In addition, we will manipulate with sensory feedback, such that sensory feedback is in accordance with the initially issued movement. Therefore, we designed two experiments using a device that allow us to induce passive finger extension movements similar to their voluntary counterparts. The device will be referred to as the mechanical hand. The mechanical hand made it possible to have similar movements produced voluntarily or passively.

In the first experiment, we asked participants to perform a simple Go-Nogo task, and introduced passive movement using the mechanical hand. We asked participants to judge whether
they had themselves performed the movement. We were particularly interested in the Nogo situations where participants were not supposed to perform a movement, but eventually in approximately 20% of the Nogo trials erroneously perform movements. If passive movements were applied to the Nogo trials, would participants be able to judge correctly whether a movement was an active or a passive movement?

In the second experiment, we asked participants to plan and execute finger extension movements of two different fingers according to predefined instructions. Depending on a cue signal, they had to prepare lifting either their index finger or thumb or both on a subsequent go signal. The Go signal either was in accordance with the prepared movement or required a change. Most of the times the Go signal was congruent with the cue signal but sometimes the participants had to change movement according to the Go signal. Introducing these changes, we would introduce conflicts that participants may or may not resolve by assigning agency to a movement that they initially had planned but which they did not perform. Thereby, we were in a situation where we could investigate the contribution planning of a movement makes to narrow SoA.

In experiment 1, our hypothesis was the following: The introduction of a passive movement of the finger in a Nogo trial, would potentially introduce situations where the participants report they have moved their finger but in reality, it is the mechanical hand that has moved the finger. We expect this to be the case because the participants make approximately 20% errors in these trials. Therefore, they are in a situation where they may or may not have made a mistake, and therefore prone to respond according to the passive displacement.

In experiment 2, our hypothesis was the following: The introduction of a passive movement in a situation where the participant has to change movement from the one that is planned as indicated by the cue signal, to the one that is instructed by the go signal, would potentially lead to situations where the participants erroneously report they have voluntarily moved the finger that was passively moved by the mechanical hand. This we believe will happen because the passive movement is in accordance with the initially planned movements that has to be corrected very fast.

5.1. Experiment 1 - Go-Nogo

Participants

Nine healthy participants were recruited for the study (5 females). All participant gave written informed consent before they entered the study. The study was approved by the local ethics committee of the capital region of Copenhagen (H-3-2013-198).
Methods

Task
Participants were sitting on a chair in front of a table with their left hand resting in the mechanical hand device. The device was placed on the table. The index and middle finger was attached to the mechanical hand with Velcro straps. In front of the table was placed a green and a yellow LED. When the green LED was lit, the participant had to perform an index finger extension, as fast and as accurate as possibly. When the yellow LED was lit, the participants should omit the movement. The LEDs were placed next to each other, but in order to make the location of the green and yellow signal appear as close in space as possible, they were placed behind a piece of white paper, which made the lights appear in very similar locations. See Figure 3A.

Participants performed 2 rounds with 200 lights presented in each round, in total 400 lights. Approximately 80% of the lights were green Go lights, the remaining 20% were yellow Nogo lights. The order of the lights was presented randomly. After each light had been presented, the participants had to make or omit an index finger extension and afterwards report whether they themselves had performed a movement of the index finger. On all 400 trials the middle finger was passively moved by the mechanical hand. On 50% of the trials the index finger was moved passively at the approximate same time as when the participant would move the hand. The LEDs and the mechanical hand were controlled by a 1401 Micro III AD converter (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge UK) using Signal (Cambridge Electronic Design, version 5.2) software.

[Insert Figure 3 here]

Electromyography
Electromyographic (EMG) activity was measured from the left forearm extensor muscle, m. extensor digitorum, using AMBU (AMBU A/S, Ballerup, Denmark) BlueSensor bipolar electrodes, a Neurolog (Digitimer Ltd., Letchworth Garden City, UK) EMG amplifier. The EMG signals were bandpass filtered at 5-500 Hz using the inbuilt filters of the Neurolog amplifier system. The EMG signals were digitized using a 1401 Micro III AD converter (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK) and processed in Signal (ver. 5.2, Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK) software and Matlab (ver. R2015a, MathWorks, Natick MA, US) software (see Figure 3A).
Analyses

The behavioural analyses consisted of identifying trials where participants had erroneously reported either that they had not moved during a Go trial or that they had moved during a Nogo trial. These trials were used to calculate an error fraction and d’ in order to compare the conditions without and with passive movements of the index finger. Furthermore, all Nogo trials were inspected for the purpose of identifying abnormal EMG activity. This could either occur when the participants reported that they had not moved, but the EMG activity showed they had. Alternatively, it could happen in trials where participants reported that they had moved themselves but no EMG activity was present. We calculated error rates for the Go trials and Nogo trials with and without passive index finger movement and tested these using a two-way ANOVA with factors trial type (Go/Nogo) and passive movement (absent/present). Furthermore, we used signal detection theory and calculated the sensitivity index d’. We tested the difference in d’ between the conditions with and without passive movements of the index finger using a paired t-test, we expected a decrease in d’ with the introduction of passive movements of the index finger.

Results

Error rates & sensitivity index d’

There was a trend towards a significant difference between the error rates in the Go and the Nogo trials (p=0.055, F_{1,32}=3.95) but no significant difference in error rates with and without passive movements (p=0.2537, F_{1,32}=1.35) and no significant interaction (p=0.4775, F=0.542) (See Figure 4A). The was no significant difference in d’ between the condition with and without passive movements (p=0.1711, t_8=1.5034) (See Figure 4B).

EMG and subjective reports

When evaluating the divergence between objective measures of movement, i.e. EMG activity present during a task, and the subjective judgment of whether the participant had moved in the trial, we find the following results. In some cases, participants

- Report they have not moved in a go trial when they have moved as measured by EMG (77 movements in total in 9/9 participants, where 59 cases are from one participant)
• Report they have not moved in Nogo trials when they have moved (27 movements in total in 6/9 participants)
• Report they have moved in Nogo trials when they have not (11 movements in total in 4/9 participants)
• Report they have moved in go trials when they have not (2 movements in total in 1/9 participants).

[Insert Table 2 here]

As is visible from Table 2, these discrepancies are not only due to the application of the passive movements, but also occur in trials without passive movements. (see Figs. 5 and 6).

[Insert Figure 5 here]

[Insert Figure 6 here]

Conclusion of Experiment 1

We did not find a convincing amount of trials where participants reported that they had moved voluntarily where they had not done so. This was only the case in a total of 11 trials in four participants based on measurements from a total of 3600 trials in 9 participants. We did find some deviations between the subjective experience of having moved and the objective measure of EMG activity. The most common deviation was that participants report that they had not moved in a Go trial when they had as measured by EMG. The second most common deviation was a report that they had not moved in NoGo trials when they had moved. Importantly, it appears that these discrepancies do not occur solely because passive movement are applied to the index finger (the finger participants are supposed to move on Go trials). In many cases, the same discrepancies occur in trials without passive movements being applied.
5.2. Experiment 2 - Hand control

Participants
We recruited 16 healthy participants for experiment 2. All participants gave written informed consent before they participated in the study. The study was approved by the local ethics committee of the capital region of Copenhagen (H-3-2013-198). Two participants were excluded from further analysis due to a technical problem, which caused all the trials to be mixed up in an order which was impossible to recreate.

Methods
Task
Each of the participants performed 540 finger extension movements of the index finger, thumb or both fingers. Each movement consisted of a preparation cue signal and a go signal indicating which finger(s) should be moved as quickly as possible. Both signals were LED lights above each finger (See Figure 3B). In 60% of the trials the cue and go signals were congruent. The distribution of trials was made such that in most cases there were congruency between the cue and the go signal, which would prime the participants to rely on the first cue signal rather than wait for the go signal and only rely on the go signal. The participants were encouraged to perform the movement as quickly as possible after the go signal.

In 71% of trials a mechanical displacement of either the index finger or thumb was introduced. In 44% of the displacements the passive movement was incompatible with the go signal. The choice of cue-go combinations was made such that there was an overweight of congruent combinations but still with a relatively large number of incongruent combinations with incompatible passive movement such that sufficient number of incongruent trials were made by each participant without having a very long experiment. The LEDs and the mechanical hand were controlled by a 1401 Micro III AD converter (Cambridge Electronic Design) using Signal (CED, version 5.2) software. The delays between the cue signal and go signal were randomly varied between (500 ms and 2000 ms, in steps of 500 ms). The mechanical hand was activated 250 ms after the go signal was presented. After each movement participants subjectively reported which finger(s) they moved themselves and which finger(s) moved passively. The different cue- and go-signal combinations with additional mechanical placements are displayed in Figure 3B. The 21 combinations displayed in Figure 3B were categorized into six different combinations of Cue Signal - Go Signal - Passive displacement. The cue signal and the go signal could either be congruent or incongruent, which meant that it was either the same
movement that was planned and performed, or it was a different combination of planned and performed movement. The passive displacement could also be compatible or incompatible with the performed movement, or there could be no passive movement (see Table 3 for the 6 different trial types).

[Insert Table 3 here]

The reduction of the 21 experimental conditions (shown in Figure 3B) into 6 trial types meant that planning of an index finger movement (based on the cue signal), which changed into a thumb movement on the go signal was a similar trial type as a trial where a thumb movement was planned, which was changed into an index finger movement, i.e. an InCon type.

Electroencephalography and goniometer signals
EEG recordings were obtained from 64 active electrodes (BioSemi, Amsterdam, NL) during the experiments. In addition, we measured finger displacements from a goniometer placed under the mechanical hand. The goniometer signals were digitized using a 1401 Micro III AD converter (Cambridge Electronic Design Cambridge, UK) and processed in the software Signal (version 5.2, Cambridge Electronic Design Cambridge, UK) software (see Figure 3A)

Analyses
The fraction of errors was based on the subjective reports and was calculated for each participant. We defined two types of errors, passive errors and voluntary errors. Passive errors were errors in determining which finger(s) was/were passively moved, and voluntary errors were errors with respect to which finger the participants voluntarily reported they moved relative to the instructed movement, i.e. when the participant had experienced that they moved differently than instructed. With respect to the voluntary errors, it turned out that the most frequent type of voluntary errors was a wrong movement according to the Go signal, which the participants were fully aware of. Alternative types of voluntary errors could be that the participant did not move, when they were supposed to, or it could be that they said they moved in one way, but actually moved in another way.

The error fractions were sorted into the 6 different trial types (see Table 3) with congruency or incongruence between cue and go signal and compatibility or incompatibility between the go signal and the passive movement or no passive movements. In order to test differences between the different
trial types, the error fractions were transformed using an Arctan transformation, and then a two-way ANOVA was performed with the factors: Trial type (6 levels) and Error type (3 levels).

**EEG analyses**

The EEG data were initially pre-processed in EEGLab (Swartz Center for Computational Neuroscience, San Diego CA, USA), the data were average referenced, a band-pass filter between 0.25 Hz and 80 Hz was applied before an ICA analysis was employed in order to remove eye blink artefacts. Subsequently the data were transferred to the software SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) for further analyses. Here the data were epoched either with respect to the different cue signals or the 6 different movement trial types. Finally, we calculated grand mean averages across the 14 participants for each of the cue types and each of the 6 trial types. The epoching was performed with respect to triggers indicating the onset time of the cue signal or the go signal.

**Results**

**Behavioural results**

The ANOVA of the error fraction revealed significant effects of movement type-combination ($F_{5,10}=7.31$, $p<0.001$), significant effect of error-type ($F_{2,10}=13.35$, $p<0.001$) and significant movement type-by-error type interaction ($F_{10}=5.26$, $p<0.001$). Pair-wise comparisons revealed significant differences in the fraction of passive errors between the different movement types. However, the only type of movements that caused significantly more errors than any of the other movements was the InConCom. In this case, it was passive errors which were made more frequently (approximately 5.5% of the trials) when the cue and go signals were incompatible, i.e. where the participant had to perform another movement than the one planned due to the new go signal, and then subsequently the participant made more errors in determining which finger had been passively moved. However, contrary to our hypothesis, we did not find any situations where the amount of voluntary or combined voluntary and passive errors were increased. In particular, the situations with incompatible cue-go signals and incompatible passive movements and go signals revealed no such expected changes in error fractions (see Fig. 7).

[Insert Figure 7 here]
**EEG results**

Due to the very few number of errors made as revealed by the behavioural analyses, we have not employed any EEG analyses of the differences between trials with and without specific types of errors. Here we only report data from the grand mean averages of the evoked responses following the 3 cue signals (Figure 8A) and from the 6 trial combinations of cue-go-passive movement types (Figure 8B) that were used in the experiment. The EEG analyses are depicted as scalp maps, where the colour coding indicates the scalp potential (red positive, blue negative, green 0) and these have then been plotted at different time points after the trigger indicating either cue signal or go signal. Results of the EEG analyses in Experiment 2 reveal that the passive movement is reflected in a right lateralized negative potential over central sensory-motor areas, suggesting that the passive movement is sensed or perceived as a signal separate from the movement of the hand alone.

[Insert Figure 8 here]

**5.3. Interim discussion**

Experiment 1 and 2 both failed to support our initial hypotheses. According to our first hypothesis, we expected that the introduction of a passive movement during a NoGo trial potentially could lead to more errors in judging whether the participant had performed a movement or not. Because participants at baseline during NoGo trials make approximately 20% errors, i.e. errors of commission, we hoped that the introduction of the passive movement would increase that error rate in terms of judged wrong movements. However, that was not the case. Participants made a similar amount of commission errors in the NoGo trials with and without passive displacement of the index finger.

In experiment 1, the introduction of the passive movements in the NoGo trials created no illusory SoA. As mentioned previously the spontaneous errors in the NoGo trials at baseline give a situation where it is likely that a participant may move (erroneously) in a trial where she is not supposed to move. According to the comparator model of SoA, this situation with a relatively high proportion of spontaneous errors could potentially give rise to an illusion of SoA. We found only very few examples of an experience of a movement despite the absence of a movement. The total number was very limited and occurred mainly in one participant. Furthermore, these experiences occurred more often in trials without passive movements. We did, however, observe a tendency towards denying having moved despite the presence of clear EMG activity in 6 of the 9 participants. We therefore believe the introduction of the passive displacement of the finger could have worked as
an alternative explanation for the participants when they have done unwanted movement in the Nogo trials.

Our approach using passive movements of a finger could potentially be used in future studies with some critical improvements. Given the variability in reaction times, both within individual participants, as well as between participants, in both the Go-Nogo experiment and the cue-go experiment, slight timing mismatch between prediction of when to move and the passive displacement of the hand providing erroneous feedback may have hindered the illusion effect. We therefore suggest that monitoring of the actual movement could be used in order then to trigger or initiate the passive movements at the right time in comparison to when the participant initiates a voluntary movement. This would ensure that there is no discrepancy between the time of performing the movement and the passive displacement. However, this would not allow us to register the time at which a participant potentially would have moved, if the participant had not stopped moving during a No-go trial. We would therefore have to rely on brain-computer interfaces that potentially could decode the timing of when a participant will move, and whether or not the participant will move.

According to our second hypothesis, we expected an increase of errors with respect to voluntary judgments in the trials where participants initially planned one movement, but then were instructed at the time of go to make a different movement and were exposed to a passive movement of a finger that initially was planned to be moved. However, we did not see that the InConInCom trials lead to more voluntary or voluntary combined with passive errors compared with any of the other trial types. That is, participants almost never made the combined mistake of reporting having moved differently than they were instructed and making erroneous judgments of the passive movement. A critical factor could be that the fraction of congruent cue-go signals was too low (60%) to make the participants fully rely on the cue signal for their preparation. By comparison, in the Go-Nogo design, there are 80% Go trials. In experiment 2, we aimed to balance a sufficient number of trials with incongruent cue-go signals and incompatible passive movements, in total 96/540 for each participant. In hindsight, too many InCon trials in the design might have caused participants not to rely on the cue signal alone. This design choice was made in order to have a sufficient number trials for the EEG analyses. An additional adjustment to the protocol could be to make the actual movement more automatized by not having a variable delay between the cue and the go signal.

In an ideal situation monitoring of EEG could reveal whether there is phenomenal difference between the situations with and without passive movements. At present, Experiment 2 reveals a qualitative difference in the EEG for trials with and without passive movements. This suggests that
the passive movement may be experienced slightly different than similar voluntary movements. In future studies monitoring of EEG could be used to check whether there is a difference between trials with and without passive movements.

In terms of experimental design, the Go-Nogo is perhaps better suited to create situations of doubt, as to whether the participant experience SoA. This is mainly due to the higher baseline proportion of errors in the Nogo situation. However, for the purpose of creating illusory SoA experiences, it is perhaps a little counterintuitive to try and create that experience in the Nogo situation, where you are supposed not to move. In fact, the denial of having moved and the reluctance to ascribe a movement to the passive displacement highlights this ambiguity of the experimental setup.

6. General discussion

The first part of our argument provided us with three interim conclusions: 1) We should distinguish between narrow and broad SoA. The focus of this paper has been narrow SoA. 2) At least two possible models can explain narrow SoA. Narrow SoA could be driven by efferent motor signals (motor commands or efference copies) alone (see Figure 2A & 2B) or it could be driven by a signal coming from a mechanism comparing forward model predictions with feedback from the movements (see Figure 1M). 3) At present, no obvious experimental paradigm seems to be suited for studying SoA for movements. Standard paradigms study either broad SoA or something different from SoA (for instance, sensory attenuation). Therefore, if narrow SoA for movements is going to be studied directly, new experimental paradigms are needed. In order to make progress with (2) and (3), we developed a new design to study narrow SoA. We created a situation where the match between sensory prediction and sensory feedback from passive movements should be very similar to situations in which the agent moves voluntarily. Given the comparator model, the prediction would be that in situations where the match between sensory predictions and feedback from passive movements is very similar to the match between sensory predictions and feedback from active movements, subjects would tend to make mistakes. They would tend to judge that passive movements were active movements.

The results do not support this prediction. We found no tendency to make mistakes of judgement. To be sure, the results are limited by being a null result. There are at least two ways of addressing our null results. The first way is in terms of likelihoods. Assuming the validity of our experiments, we can compare the likelihoods of the two competing models. If SoA is driven by motor
signals, then the degree of match between predicted feedback and actual feedback from passive movement should not significantly influence SoA judgements. The probability of our results given this motor signal-model would be relatively high. By contrast, if SoA is driven by a signal from the comparator mechanism, the degree of match between predicted feedback and actual feedback from passive movement should influence SoA judgements. The probability of our results given the comparator model would be relatively low. On this interpretation of the null results, they weigh in favour of the motor signal model and weigh against the comparator model.

The second way of addressing the null results is by insisting that they tell us nothing. They could be explained by any number of factors, some of which we discussed above. Our contention is, however, that together with the theoretical arguments we have put forward, the results manage to raise an important challenge to the comparator model: why is it so difficult to create illusory SoA for movements? Further studies directly manipulating the actual movement are needed in order to elucidate the neural mechanisms that give rise to the narrow SoA for movements.

7. Concluding remarks: the way forward

We have shown that there is a need for a refinement of the definitions of SoA. Furthermore, even if SoA is defined narrowly in relation to control of movement, standard paradigms have used only manipulations of external consequences of the movement. Researchers have neglected to develop the necessary means to manipulate movements themselves. There is a need for new experimental paradigms that can address narrow SoA. If that goal is achieved, there may in addition be a need for a revision of the models that explain SoA. The preliminary results presented in this paper do not favour the comparator model of narrow SoA; rather, they weigh in favour of a motor signal-model. In future research, we need to develop the means to study the phenomenal experience of movements without the confounding presence of external consequences.
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Tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparator model</th>
<th>Standard paradigms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Narrow SoA</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad SoA</td>
<td>÷</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Overview of the (mis)-alignment between what the comparator model tries to explain and what the standard paradigms can explain.

Table 2: Experiment 1, overview of discrepancies between subjective reports of voluntary movement of the index finger and EMG activity measured form forearm finger extensor muscles.
For each discrepancy type the number of trials of the specific type is indicated either without passive movement (nP) or with passive movement (wP). $^\text{§}$EMG amplitude between $\frac{1}{4}$ and $\frac{1}{2}$ of EMG amplitudes during movements. Background EMG amplitude higher than in other trials, therefore difficult to determine with high certainty whether there was a movement or not.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ConCom</th>
<th>ConInCom</th>
<th>InConCom</th>
<th>InConInCom</th>
<th>ConNoPas</th>
<th>InConNoPas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cue=Go</td>
<td>Cue=Go</td>
<td>Cue≠Go</td>
<td>Cue≠Go</td>
<td>Cue=Go</td>
<td>Cue≠Go</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go=Passive</td>
<td>Go≠Passive</td>
<td>Go=Passive</td>
<td>Go≠Passive</td>
<td>Go</td>
<td>Go</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 3*: Experiment 2, overview of the six different combinations of congruent or incongruent cue and go signals with compatible, incompatible or no passive movement of the finger.
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Figure legends
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Figure 1: The historical development of motor control models with a comparator element. A The efference copy principle proposed by Von Holst and Mittelsteadt (1950). B Various motor control principles for goal oriented behaviour proposed by MacKay in (1956) (top panel), (1966) (middle panel), and (1978) (bottom panel). C shows the feedforward hypothesis as presented by Roland (1978), note that both the input to and output from the sensory comparator is denoted an efference copy in the original paper. D The central monitoring theory by Frith (1987). The figure is a composite figure of two figures from the original paper. The sensory prediction feedback signal was named a corollary discharge in this paper, and therefore colour coded accordingly, but the feedback nature (according to Frith) indicated by the dotted line. SI: Sensory intention, WI: Willed intention. Dotted lines are called feedback, in the original proposal. E The internal model by Kawato et al (1987). F The forward model (left panel) and inverse model (right panel) for motor learning by Jordan and Rummelhart (1992). G The principles of sensory cancellation (top panel) and forward model for motor learning (bottom panel) by Miall & Wolpert (1996). H Sensory cancellation principle describe by a comparator based on a forward model compared with sensory feedback by Blakemore et al (1999). Blakemore et al. call the signal from the forward model both a sensory prediction signal and a corollary discharge, hence the double arrow. I Description of sense of agency (SoA) based on a sensory prediction, an efference copy and sensory feedback by Haggard (2005), whether the individual effects on SoA are sufficient conditions or modulatory is not specified. J A proposal of an embodied agent by Tsakiri & Haggard (2005), where a sensory bias is introduced that support SoA, but is not named SoA explicitly (therefore SoA). K A combined inverse and forward model for motor control with two separate comparators, an early and a late comparator as formulated by Jeannerod (2006). The first comparator for online correction and the second comparator for updates of the forward model. L The comparator principle and how it influences the feeling of agency as described by Synofzik (2008), where the comparison between the predicted and actual feedback either gives rise to no sensory discrepancy or some sensory discrepancy. M The comparator principle described by David et al (2008), where absence of a discrepancy gives rise to ‘self-agency’ and presence of discrepancy gives rise to ‘other-agency’. N SoA arise based on the comparison between predicted and actual feedback, large difference gives small SoA and no difference strengthen SoA signal. The signal from the inverse model exert a modulatory influence on SoA, but it cannot alone give rise to SoA. The model is proposed by Haggard & Chambon (2012). O We have included the active inference model, as it is described in Adams et al (2013). Here it is interesting to note how the interpretations of predictive signals, motor commands and prediction error signals are reversed. The
Active inference model of motor control described as a hierarchical generative model, where signals a mainly described as prediction signals and prediction error signals, here as formulated by Adams et al (2013). Each module compares signals and provide prediction errors for another module.

Figure 2: A a model of SoA where the motor signal (motor command or efference copy) is sufficient for SoA. B a model of SoA where an additional comparator output can modulate SoA. The model is an extension of the internal model proposed by Jeannerod (2006) presented in Figure 1K. See Figure 1 for notations used in this figure.
**Figure 3** A shows a principle diagram of the setup used in Experiment 1, B shows a principle diagram of the setup used in Experiment 2. The fully draw lines from blue dots on the arms are EMG cables. The fully drawn line from the mechanical hand to the CED in Experiment 2, are goniometer signals. The dotted lines to the mechanical hand and the green and yellow dots are the signals that control the mechanical hand and the LEDs. The lower right corner displays the different cue (yellow) and go (green) signal combinations with additional information about the mechanical hand. The top row shows the trial types without mechanical displacement, the middle row shows the trials with mechanical displacement of the index finger and the bottom row with displacement of the thumb. The trial combinations highlighted in circles are the one’s of primary experimental interest in Experiment 2.
**Figure 4:** Experiment 1, A error rates in the Go-NoGo experiment. For the NoGo trials there are approximately 20% errors both without and with passive movements. For the Go trials the error rates are much lower. Error bars indicate standard deviations. B Sensitivity index d’ calculated in all 9 participants for the trials with passive index finger movements and without passive finger movements.
Figure 5: Experiment 1, EMG activity (measured in volts and rectified) measured for two NoGo trials with an example from Participant 4. The GoNo (yellow) signal was presented at time 1.5s, the passive movement (white rectangle) was applied at time 1.75s for 100ms. (A) the participant report “Yes, I moved my index finger”, (B) the participant report “No, I did not move my index finger”. In both examples, there is a clear voluntary generated EMG burst. The example with EMG accompanying the report “Yes, I moved my index finger” was found in all 9 participants. The second example where participants denied they had moved, despite EMG activity was found in 6 participants in NoGo trials with passive movements in total 22 movements summed across all the 6 participants. (C & D) EMG activity measured for two NoGo trials with an example from Participant 3. (C) The participant report “Yes I moved my index finger” despite no EMG activity present. This was in total present in 4 participants. In total across the 4 participants, this was found in 15 movements. (D) Example from participant 3, where the participant report “No, I did not move my index finger” despite clear EMG activity. (For the individual figure headlines, 'Frame:nnn' refers to trial number nnn, 'State:10' is a NoGo trial with an additional passive movement, 'Resp:1/0' refers to response from
participant as to whether or not they moved their index finger. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

**Figure 6:** Experiment 1, EMG (measured in volts and rectified) examples from Participant 9. This participant showed an interesting pattern of denying having moved in 54 of 160 go trials with passive displacement throughout the experiment. A, B and C show Go trials where the participant report “Yes, I moved my index finger” with clear bursts of EMG. D, E and F show Go trials where the participant report “No, I did not move my index finger” despite clear bursts of EMG in the presence of passive displacement of the index finger. In a few (5) trials this particular participant also reported “No, I did not move my index finger” without the passive displacement. (For the individual figure headlines, 'Frame:nnn' refers to trial number nnn, 'State:2/3/4' are Go trials without passive displacement and 'State:7/8/9' are Go trials with passive displacement. 'Resp:1/0' refers to response from participant as to whether or not they moved their index finger).
**Figure 7:** Experiment 2, error rates for the 6 types of cue-go-passive movement combinations sorted into the different types of error, i.e. passive errors, voluntary errors and the combined voluntary and passive error. The only type of experimental manipulation, that gives rise to significantly more errors are in congruent Cue-Go combinations with compatible passive movement (InConCom, Passive error). Here participants make more errors when they determine the passive displacement than in other experimental combinations (except ConCom). Our experimental manipulations of interest are marked in blue, those are the InConInCom trials and particularly whether more voluntary errors (or voluntary + passive error) were made. This does not appear to be the case.
Figure 8 A Scalp maps of the electrical potentials for the three different cue types, indicating which movement the participant has to prepare. Cue Both indicate that both fingers should be extended when the go signal appears. Cue Index indicate that the index finger should be extended and Cue Middle, that the middle finger should be moved. The maps are displayed at 0, 125, 199, 300 and 475 ms after the cue signal is shown. B Scalp maps for the 6 different trials types used in the experiment. The only clear visual observation is that for the 4 trial types with passive movements (ConCom, InConInCom, InConCom, ConInCom) there is a negative frontal potential slightly right lateralised from approximately 335 ms-399 ms after the go signal was displayed. These four conditions also reveal a positive posterior signal present at 699 and 800 ms after the go signal, which is not present in the absence of the passive displacement. Colour bar indicate scalp potential in microV.